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REPORT

The U.S. Is Close to Killing Russia’s
Nord Stream 2 Pipeline
But it’s a race between slow construction and slower sanctions.
BY AMY MACKINNON | AUGUST 6,2020, 5:49 PM

ussia’s controversial Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline is close to the finish line—but

R

might be closer to finished as a viable project, after one of the companies
involved in laying the pipe on the Baltic seafloor said Wednesday that it would

withdraw from the project.
For years, the United States has tried to kill off Russia’s latest effort to strengthen its
energy stranglehold on Europe, to little avail. But targeted U.S. sanctions that go after
the pipe-laying vessels needed to finish the 760-mile-long pipeline from Russia to
Germany might finally do the trick, if they arrive in time. To get around U.S. sanctions
on firms helping to build the project, which would double Russian gas flows to
Germany, Russia acquired a specialized ship, the Akademik Cherskiy, which can weld
the steel tubes needed to carry highly pressurized natural gas. But Russia has been
relying on a second ship to lay the pipe, and the pipe-laying barge Fortuna now seems to
be out of action. That could double the time left to finish the project, which is 94
percent done.

The big question now is whether new U.S. sanctions contained in this year’s defense
spending bill can be passed and signed into law before the project is completed.
“The race then is between a slow pipe and a slow sanctions bill,” said Kevin Book, the
managing director of ClearView Energy Partners, an energy consultancy. The Akademik
Cherskiy, which Gazprom acquired in 2016 in anticipation of just such a U.S. move,
could finish the pipeline in around 110 days, Book said. The National Defense
Authorization Act is not expected to be signed into law until December—at least 117
days away.
New sanctions on the project that were included in both the House and Senate versions
of the defense spending omnibus bill would expand existing sanctions to include
companies that support pipe-laying activities, as well as insurance and underwriting
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services. The Senate version of the bill goes one step further and would slap sanctions
on support vessels and companies involved in certifying the pipeline once it’s complete.
The two versions still need to be reconciled, and the scope of the final bill will play a
decisive role in whether the project is completed.
Meanwhile, U.S. lawmakers are redoubling their pressure. On Wednesday, Republican
Sens. Ted Cruz of Texas, Tom Cotton of Arkansas, and Ron Johnson of Wisconsin
warned the German company that operates the port of Mukran, a key staging post for
ships involved in the pipeline’s construction, that the company, its board members,
corporate officers, shareholders, and employees were at imminent risk of “crushing
legal and economic sanctions,” including visa bans and asset freezes, if they did not
cease their cooperation with the project.
Since the Obama administration, the United States has tried to shoot down Russia’s
latest pipeline project, which would bypass Ukraine and redouble Europe’s reliance on
Russian natural gas. German leaders, as well as many Western European energy
companies, are on board with the project, which they say will bolster the availability of
cheap energy in Europe. Critics fear more Russian energy tricks, like the shut-off of gas
to Europe in 2006 and 2009.
The United States took a stab late last year. Construction of the pipeline was brought to
a halt after U.S. sanctions passed as part of the 2020 National Defense Authorization Act
compelled the Swiss company Allseas to withdraw its deep-sea pipe-laying vessel,
forcing Russia to improvise a new plan to finish the pipe.
In July, after Denmark gave permission for the project to proceed, Washington doubled
down on efforts to stop the project. On July 15, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
announced a reversal to guidance issued by his predecessor Rex Tillerson in 2017,
paving the way for further sanctions to be slapped on the pipeline. The so-called
Tillerson guidance had grandfathered in the pipeline and had exempted it from wideranging sanctions under a blockbuster bill passed by Congress that same year. “Get out
now, or risk the consequences,” Pompeo said.
Former senior administration officials and congressional aides told Foreign Policy that
one of the reasons efforts to stop the pipeline have come down to the wire is that the
Treasury Department has been hesitant about using sanctions to thwart the project.
“It’s known that the Treasury has interfered in the interagency process to slow and
water down the technical implementation of sanctions, going back to 2017,” a
Republican aide said.
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POLITICO
Germany blames Trump in pursuit of Nord
Stream 2 pipeline
Blaming US president helps Berlin dodge deeper questions over Nord Stream 2
project.
By MATTHEW KARNITSCHNIG I 8/10/20, 8:33 PM CET I Updated 8/11/20, 3:07 PM CET
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Sections of pipe that will be used for the Nord Stream 2 natural gas pipeline I Sean Gallup/Getty Images
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BERLIN — Donald Trump has done it again.
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If there's one thing the U.S. president has proved extremely adept at since taking office in

2017, it is getting under Germany's skin, whether the issue is transatlantic trade, defense
spending or the controversial German-Russian gas pipeline project known as Nord Stream
2.

The latest blowup was triggered by a letter sent last week by three Trump-supporting U.S.
senators to a Baltic Sea port operator in Chancellor Angela Merkel's home constituency,
threatening the port's managers with "crushing legal and economic sanctions" if they
continue to support the project servicing the Russian ships laying the pipe.
German reaction to the warning was fast and furious. Manuela Schwesig, the premier of the
state where the port is based, called the letter from Washington "blackmail,” while Jurgen
Trittin, a prominent Green, said it amounts to a "declaration of economic war.” Carsten
Schneider, a leading Social Democrat in the German parliament, accused Washington of
"neo-imperialism.”
The episode proved yet again that if there's one thing that unites Germans, it's their hatred
for the American president.

Berlin has become so obsessed with its distaste for Trump that it
has lost sight of how it is perceived among key officials in the
U.S.

Trouble is, they've become blinded by it.
Though Trump's antics, strange relationship with his German heritage and generally
outrageous behavior might make it tempting to dismiss anything he says or does, he’s
hardly alone in opposing Germany's pipeline deal with Russia, which would allow Moscow
to circumvent Ukraine and other countries in Eastern Europe and deliver gas directly to
Germany under the Baltic. Critics warn the deal, the second such pipeline linking Russia
and Germany, would make Europe too reliant on Russian gas supplies and bolster Moscow's
leverage in its dealings with the region.

ALSO ON POLITICO

German SPD picks Scholz in race to succeed Merkel
MATTHEW KARNITSCHNIG
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Germany’s ‘very, very tough’ climate battle
KALINA OROSCHAKOFF

Countries from the Baltics to Poland to Slovakia have been urging Berlin to abandon the
project for years. And Trump's own moves to halt it are supported by both Republicans and
Democrats, a rare glimpse of bipartisanship in the deeply riven American Congress.
That's one reason why last week's letter could not have come as a surprise to either the
German government or the port in question. In fact, following a decision by Congress last
month to broaden the scope of the sanctions, the senators' rhetorical shot over the port's
bow was all but inevitable.
In the German press, much has been made of the fact that the port is located in the coastal
town of Sassnitz, in Merkel's constituency. But considering that Sassnitz is the port being
used by the Russian ships carrying out the work (only about 150 kilometers of the 2,350kilometer project remain unfinished), the connection to Merkel would appear to be more
coincidence than by design.
Either way, the real question is why Germany's political class is expressing shock and horror
over sanction threats they had to have known were coming.
The reaction is typical of how Berlin has responded to criticism of the project from the
beginning. Put simply, Germany's tactic has been to focus on form instead of substance.

All business
For years, Merkel refused to even engage with critics of the project, repeating time and
again that it was a "business project,'' suggesting that political intervention would be
inappropriate.
Despite U.S. objections, the chancellor's tactic worked — at least until Trump arrived on the
scene.
From the time he took office, Trump has been relentless in highlighting the inherent
contradiction in Germany's position. How can Germans expect the U.S. to use its military to
defend their country while they also cut lucrative gas deals with Russia, the country from
which it needs protection?
Thus far, Berlin hasn't even tried to seriously answer that question. Neither Russia's
hacking of the Bundestag (the German parliament) nor Moscow's assc
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Chechnyan rebel in broad daylight in central Berlin prompted Germany to reconsider the
project.
Instead, German officialdom has maintained its defensive stance, parrying American
objections by sowing doubt over U.S. motives and tactics.

A Gazprom employee at the Bovanenkovo gas field on the Yamal peninsula I Alexander Nemenov/AFP
via Getty Images
“The Americans don't care about Russia, they just want to sell us their fracking gas,” goes a
common refrain in Berlin, a reference to the U.S. boom in natural gas drawn from shale, a
form of exploration frowned upon in Germany on environmental grounds. Furthermore,
Germans argue, the extraterritorial sanctions the U.S. is trying to enforce on all entities
connected to Nord Stream 2 are not just dubious, but illegal under international law.
Such arguments, which draw on widely held German stereotypes of no-holds-barred
American capitalism and perceptions of U.S. arrogance, have helped German supporters of
Nord Stream 2 (a broad, non-partisan coalition of political and industry forces) to avoid
answering tough questions about why the project is worth jeopardizing Germany's
relationship with the U.S. and other key allies.
In short, they've succeeded in turning Nord Stream 2 into a debate about Trump.
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Even if one accepts the argument that Trump's opposition to the project is born of a desire
to sell American gas to Europe, that hardly blunts the more fundamental questions
surrounding the deal.
The conventional wisdom in German political and media circles is that both the recent U.S.
decision to withdraw about 12,000 troops based in Germany, as well as the Nord Stream 2
sanctions threat, are little more than a petty attempt by the U.S. president to get back at
Merkel for declining his invitation to attend a now-canceled G7 meeting in Washington this
fall.
That assumption is false on both counts. The Pentagon has been quietly preparing the U.S.
troop move — and, contrary to German assertions, warning Berlin of the shift — since the
beginning of the year, according to both German and American defense officials involved
in the process. And the U.S. sanction plans for Nord Stream 2 were in train long before
Merkel told Trump in May that she wasn't going to Washington.
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The Castoro 10 pipelay vessel (R) lays concrete-coated pipe for the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline onto the
seabed of the Baltic Sea I Sean Gallup/Getty Images
Berlin has become so obsessed with its distaste for Trump that it has lost sight of how it is
perceived among key officials in the U.S. — the country that, for bette
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far its most important partner in both strategic terms and on trade. Most senior German
officials seem to think that if they can wait out the storm until November, things will return
to normal, provided that the polls are accurate and Trump loses his reelection bid.
That's almost certainly naive.
Up until his death in 2018, U.S. Senator John McCain, no friend of Trump and no enemy of
Germany, made little secret of his frustration about Berlin's intransigence on Nord Stream
2, joining colleagues in urging the administration to "use all tools at its disposal" to derail
the project.
McCain was no outlier. Another former U.S. senator and longtime McCain confidant shares
those concerns: Joe Biden. He continued to criticize the plan after stepping down as vice
president in 2016, calling it a "bad deal" for Europe. He has said nothing in the interim to
suggest that he has changed his view.
For now, Germany's Nord Stream 2 lobby has succeeded in convincing the country that the
debate with Washington is rooted in ’frump's anti-Germany crusade.
Come November, Berlin will likely be looking for a new excuse.
This article is part of POLITICO'S premium policy service: Pro Energy and Climate. From climate
change, emissions targets, alternative fuels and more, our specialized journalists keep you on top
of the topics driving the Energy and Climate policy agenda. Email pro@poIitico.eu for a
complimentary trial.
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